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Disclaimer
This presentation ('Presentation') has been prepared by Commonland Foundation (‘Commonland’) and is for information purposes only.
The information contained herein has been compiled publicly available information and from the records of Asociacion Alvelal (the ‘Association’).
Commonland has not conducted any audit, verification exercise, or other investigation with respect to the completeness, fairness or correctness of the
information contained herein.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made by Commonland and/or the Association, its directors, agents, and employees with
regard to the completeness, fairness, or correctness of any information contained in this Presentation and any liability arising from any use of this
Presentation is hereby disclaimed. Accordingly, no third party may rely on the contents of this Presentation.
All information contained in this Presentation is subject to change without notice. Commonland and/or the Association undertake no obligation to provide
anyone with access to any additional information, including revised opinions or forecasts, or to update this Presentation, or to correct any inaccuracies herein
which may become apparent.
This Presentation gives a summary of the key analyses of Commonland only. The reader should understand that a review of the data in the Presentation
without (i) considering the full underlying description of the (financial) analyses, (ii) an explanation of the methodologies and assumptions used, and (iii) a
verbal presentation by Commonland, could easily create a misleading or incomplete view of Commonland’s analyses.
This Presentation does not constitute any agreement, commitment or offer by Commonland and/or the Association. Any such commitment or agreement
shall be subject to further due diligence, negotiation and legal documentation acceptable to Commonland and the Association.
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Executive summary (i)
Commonland developed a
method to calculate integrated
value of landscape restoration

Commonland developed a standardized method to calculate the integrated (social, natural and financial)
long-term value of large-scale holistic landscape restoration enabled by inspirational returns: the 4R landscape valuation
method

Supported by public, private
parties and NGOs

This method is supported by experts from a wide range of public and private parties and NGOs

Landscape degradation can be
successfully reversed
contributing to the SDGs

Integrated landscape restoration can successfully reverse pressing land degradation problems and support the creation
of resilient landscapes. Thereby, landscape restoration supports achievement of most SDGs

Existing (system) barriers hamper
funding for landscape restoration

However, there are some important barriers which hamper sizeable public and private funding for landscape restoration
e.g.:
• Lack of a common language for (quantified) returns of landscape restoration
• Focus on short-term financial value and returns

Existing tools / methods are
insufficiently suited to overcome
barriers

As existing methods and tooling is not sufficiently suited to overcome these barriers, a new method has been developed
to fill the gap

4 key target groups:
governments1, investors2,
farmers/landowners, NGOs

Key target groups for this method and this presentation are the main stakeholders in a landscape, of whom most are
receivers of the benefits and also the logical investors and financiers of restoration of the landscape:
3. (Associations of) farmers/landowners (and local communities, incl. indigenous people)
1. Governments
4. NGOs
2. Investors
Provide an overview of the 4R valuation method methodology and its background, approach and objectives

Purpose and objectives of this
presentation

Start a broader dialogue and collaboration with key stakeholders and possible funders and financiers of landscape restoration
in order to:
• Further develop a common perspective on and language for the long-term integrated value of landscape restoration
• Create finance mechanisms/funding structures for and steer government policies towards scale up of restoration initiatives

Notes: 1) Supranational, national and local governments and government bodies and policy makers; 2) Including DFIs, pension funds, banks, insurance companies, impact investors and companies which have a link
to the landscapes for example through their value chain
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Executive summary (ii)
Key characteristics of method are
aligned with landscape
restoration

3 building blocks used

10 value buckets for 3 returns to
key stakeholders identified.
Inspiration drives restoration

Integrated
value
Landscape
perspective

Consideration of integrated value: natural, social
and financial value on a equal basis
Systems-based approach: interconnections
between stakeholders within and outside a
landscape

Financial Return

Calculating 20-year NPV4 of
positive and negative economic
effects (cashflow or welfare)

Broadly understood impact metric = monetary
value: monetizable2 and not (yet) monetizable

Stakeholder
approach

Assessment of stakeholder specific impacts

4 Returns
Framework3

Integrated landscape
restoration

Return

Monetary
value1

Leading
scientific
approaches

Value bucket
1. Higher income from farming5
2. Higher income from from forestry / hunting6
3. Higher income from (eco-)tourism
4. Higher income from new economic activity
5. Increase in land value (other than farmland / Natural Zone)

Economic effects based on the
difference between business as
usual (BaU) and intervention

Natural Return

Split between discount rate for
social (5%) and economic
stakeholders (7%)

Social Return

6. Lower green house gas emissions
7. Better N/P balance
8. Direct / indirect jobs within the region
9. Increased safety
10. Health benefits

Notes: 1) Monetary value is the amount that would be paid in cash for a good or service if it were to be sold to a third party; 2) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into cash;
3) Sources: Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration. Decade on Ecosystem Restoration Report published by
Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The Little Sustainable Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr (2015); 4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20
Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015); 4) Net Present Value; 5) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken into account here as
impact on income from farming; 6) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices
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1. Introduction & overview

1. Introduction & overview

Commonland
Our international partners
•

Commonland is a not-for-profit system developer of large-scale
landscape restoration projects, bringing solutions at a landscape scale
on biodiversity, climate change, regenerative agriculture, and
revitalizing communities

•

Our goal is realizing large scale landscape restoration with others and
so creating a new norm for sustainable ecosystem management

•

To make this happen we have developed the 4 Returns Framework1:
there are 5 process steps to achieve 4 Returns on impact, in 3
landscape zones for a minimum of one generation (20+ years)

•

The 4 Returns framework is further developed by Commonland,
Wetlands International and Landscape Finance Lab and agreed by the
1000 Landscapes for 1 Billion People initiative

•

We align stakeholders within a large landscape and establish
landscape partnerships and develop regenerative businesses and
actions on the ground to create scale

•

Founded in 2013 by IUCN, business schools and private foundations to
develop and implement the 4 Returns framework to create scale

•

Partner of UN Decade for Ecosystem Restoration, 1000 Landscapes for
a Billion People and One Trillion Trees (1T.org, World Economic Forum)

Note: 1) The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration: report (2021) and video; Sources: Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework
for Landscape Restoration. UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration Report published by Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The
Little Sustainable Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr (2015); 4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20 Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015)
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1. Introduction & overview

Landscape degradation: causes and effects

Extreme weather

Health (pandemic)

Agriculture & food
security

Overgrazing
Droughts

Infrastructure
Migration

Human wellbeing &
recreation

Climate Change energy transition

Soil depletion

Disasters & Fires

Pollution
Source: WRI

1. Introduction & overview

We can reverse landscape degradation through integrated landscape
restoration

Loess Plateau in China

1995

2009

Source: John D. Liu

1. Introduction & overview

The 4 Returns Framework: turns 4 losses into 4 Returns
Moving away from maximizing Return on Investment (ROI) per hectare. We designed a holistic
framework to make system change practical at a landscape level.
Ecosystem degradation leads to 4 losses:

Ecosystem restoration leads to 4 Returns:

Loss of purpose or hope

Inspiration

Loss of employment and security

Social capital

Loss in biodiversity, soil & water

Natural capital

Loss of economic activity

Financial capital
Source: 4 Returns. RSM-Erasmus Univ. IUCN CEM 2015
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Source: Ecosystem Restoration Camps

1. Introduction & overview

4 Returns holistic landscape restoration contributes to the SDGs1

Note: 1) The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration p. 10: Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration.
UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration Report published by Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The Little Sustainable
Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr (2015); 4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20 Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015)
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1. Introduction & overview

The potential of landscape restoration is clear, but barriers hamper
funding mobilization
In the last 7 years, Commonland has shown that the 4 Returns Framework can successfully turn 4 losses into 4 returns
in different landscapes and ecosystems around the world
However, despite the significant potential and positive related sustainable business cases, there remain significant
barriers to mobilize significant amounts of public and private funding for landscape restoration

Key barriers to mobilize funding include:
1.

4.

Short-term value perspective

2.

• Focus on short-term financial value
and returns

Data gap

• Lack of long-term high-quality data
on results of restorative practices

5.

Hidden value

3.

• Financial returns of restorative
activities are often hidden and/or
indirect

Cash flow mismatch

• Significant upfront investments are
needed, while returns generally
come later (cash flow problem)

Limited information for
investment decisions

• Lack of substantiated quantified
returns in a common metric that all
stakeholders understand

6.

Mismatch between ‘payers’ and
‘receivers’

• Stakeholders who invest in
restorative activities, often do not
receive the benefits

1. Introduction & overview

Mobilizing funding for landscape restoration: 3 needs

• To mobilize significant funding for the scale up of
restoration initiatives around the world, the following is
needed:

What are the objectives?
1.

Show hidden value
• Show hidden and long-term
value
• Show costs and benefits per
stakeholder

3.

Innovative finance mechanisms
• Develop financing instruments
to re-distribute costs and
benefits (and eliminate cash
flow mismatch)

• An integrated (social, natural, and financial) longterm perspective on value for all stakeholders,
moving away from a focus on short-term financial
value
• A common language and metric to quantify
results and a quantitative assessment of the often
‘hidden’ value of regenerative approaches to
support well-informed investment decisions
• Redistribution of returns and value from
stakeholders who bear the costs and stakeholders
who receive the benefits

2.

4.

Effective communication
• Effectively communicate returns
landscape restoration
• Common ‘language’ and ‘impact
metric’ all stakeholders
understand

Financing and funding
• Quantified results of restoration
per stakeholder supporting wellinformed investment decisions

What are the key target groups?
Governments1

(Associations of) farmers /
landowners3

Investors2

NGOs

Notes: 1) Supranational, national and local governments and government bodies and policy makers; 2) Including DFIs, pension funds, banks, insurance companies, impact investors and companies which have a link
to the landscapes for example through their value chain; 3) Including other local stakeholders e.g. local communities such as indigenous people
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1. Introduction & overview

Although various methodologies and tools exist, no individual one
meets our needs
• Several relevant tools exist, but there is no single one that covers all our needs:
• Assessment of quantified benefits in monetary terms1
• (Well-balanced) integrated value2 approach
• Landscape vs. business / value chain perspective (scope)
• Stakeholder approach
• A practical approach using a language all stakeholders understand
Integrated capital
approach

Monetary valuation

Scope / perspective

Stakeholder approach

Broad applicability

Time requirement

User friendliness

4 Returns Valuation3

Yes

Yes

Landscape

Yes

Yes

Med

Med

TESSA4

No

No

Business / value chain

Yes

No

Low

High

InVEST5

No

Partial

Landscape

Yes

Yes

Med-High

Low

Ecosystem Valuation
Toolkit6

No

Yes

Flexible

Unknown

Yes

Med

N/A - Proprietary

Landscape Finance
Framework7

No

Yes

Landscape

Unknown

Yes

Med

N/A - Proprietary

International Integrating
Reporting Framework8

Yes

No

Business / value chain
(but can aggregate)

No

No

High

Low

Economics of Change
Project9

Yes

Yes

Business / value chain

No

No

Med

Low

Capitals Approach10

Yes

No

Business / value chain

No

No

Med-High

Med

Tool

Notes: 1) Monetary value is the amount that would be paid in cash for a good or service if it were to be sold to a third party; 2) Integrated value is the total of social, natural (environmental) and financial value;
3) Commonland; 4) Coalition led by BirdLife International; 5) Stanford University; 6) Earth Economics; 7) Nature Squared; 8) International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC); 9) Coalition led by Earth
Economics; 10) Capitals Coalition
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1. Introduction & overview

5 guiding principles for the 4 Returns landscape valuation method
1. Consideration of integrated value, natural, social, and financial value, on an equal basis
2. A system-based approach to understand interconnections within and outside the landscape between different
stakeholders
3. Supporting effective decision making by assessing net present values at an appropriately granular level
4. Assessment outcomes in a common metric and language that all stakeholders understand, and which allows
effective communication: quantified integrated value measured in monetary1 terms
5. Assessment of stakeholder-specific impacts, proceeds, costs, value (e.g., farmers, government, society, funders)
and dependencies

Note: 1) Monetary value is the amount that would be paid in cash for a good or service if it were to be sold to a third party
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1. Introduction & overview

Building on proven approaches: 3 building blocks
4 Returns Framework1
Integrated landscape restoration

20+ years

Minimum of 20 years (one generation) is a realistic timeframe
to successfully implement large-scale integrated landscape management activities
with all stakeholders

Process

Landscape
Partnership

Period

5 elements

Shared
Understanding

3 Catalysts

Vision &
Planning

Governance

Taking
Action
Finance

Impact &
Learning
Markets

4 Returns Framework1

Areas
3 zones

Leading scientific approaches

Impact
4 returns

Natural zone

Return of
inspiration

Combined zone

Return of
social capital

Return of
natural capital

Note: 1) Sources: Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration. UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration Report
published by Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The Little Sustainable Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr (2015);
4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20 Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015)

Economic zone

Return of
financial capital
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1. Introduction & overview

Commonland developed a new method with experts to fill the gap

Supporters of method
• Commonland and its partners developed a method
to calculate the social, natural, and financial value
of landscape restoration in monetary terms
• Supported by experts from a wide range of public,
private and non-governmental organizations

Examples

• NGOs1
• Universities
• Private companies
• Government bodies2

Note: 1) Including Nanno Kleiterp, Chair of Andgreen fund; 2) Including Dutch Ministry of Agriculture
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1. Introduction & overview

Approach: freely available methodology and online tooling

• Commonland aims to make this methodology
and related tooling1 freely available for use and
further development by global landscape
practitioners, local stakeholders, investors, and
funders
• In addition to the methodology of this valuation
method, the aim is develop a simplified online
tool and make it available through online
channels

https://4returns.earth/toolbox

Note: 1) Likely the methodology, a simplified valuation model and/or online tool will be made freely available
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1. Introduction & overview

Science-based and practical integrated valuation approach, aimed at
uncovering hidden value at stakeholder level
Integrated value of landscape restoration
•
•
•

Monetary value1: monetizable2 and not (yet)-monetizable

Social return
Natural return
Financial return

•
•
•

Inspiration is engine for
restoration generating 3
different returns

Stakeholder approach
•
Private
Investors

•
Farmers

Government

Society

•

Holistic view on landscape
restoration leads to
(integrated) value creation
But where does the created
value ‘land’?
Do investments / costs and
proceeds accrue to the same
stakeholder? (if not
redistribute)

Value is more than realized cash flows
Social and natural returns are often not
monetizable (yet)
Aim is to discover, communicate, and
monetize hidden value (when needed)

Sound valuation methodology based on science
Inspiration

Natural Capital

Social Capital

Financial Capital

Inspiration

Impact assessment
Ecosystem services
analysis

•

Communication

Benefit analysis
Monetary valuation
Economic analysis
Capturing the value

Stakeholders

Scoping: Land use planning & management options (incl. restoration)

Discount

NPV

Inst. change &
capacity Building

•

Methodology3 aligned with
science (a.o. G. Daily / R.
Costanza and E. Ostrom) and
existing approaches (e.g.,
TEEB4)
Financial approach and
modelling in line with practices
in financial world

t

Notes: 1) Monetary value is the amount that would be paid in cash for a good or service if it were to be sold to a third party; 2) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into
cash; 3) Graph adapted from Framework for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment from De Groot, R., Moolenaar, S. van Weelden, M., Konovska, I., de Vente, J. 2018b. The ESP Guidelines in a Nutshell.
FSD Working Paper 2018-09 (p. 29), Foundation for Sustainable development, Wageningen, The Netherlands; 4) The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity. Source: www.teebweb.org;
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1. Introduction & overview

Landscape restoration impacts are aggregated into 10 value buckets

Return
Financial Return

Value bucket1
1. Higher income from farming2
2. Higher income from forestry / hunting3
3. Higher income from (eco-)tourism
4. Higher income from new economic activity
5. Increase in land value (other than farmland / Natural Zone)

Natural Return

6. Lower green house gas emissions

7. Better N/P balance

Social Return

8. Direct / indirect jobs within the region
9. Increased safety
10. Health benefits

Notes: 1) Only positive effects (e.g. higher revenue or lower operational costs) of the intervention are included (‘Proceeds’). All negative effects (e.g. lower revenue, higher operational costs, investments) are
included in ‘Funding’; 2) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken into account here as impact on income from
farming; 3) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices
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1. Introduction & overview

Additional characteristics make the method broadly applicable,
long term focused and flexible

10 standardized value buckets make method applicable across landscapes

Flexibility to adjust scale, timing, activities, etc.

Different discount rates per type of stakeholder (social / economic)

Optionality to consider value beyond 20 years

Note: 1) Based on 10 generic value buckets. See slide 29 and 47 - 49 for details
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1. Introduction & overview

Outcomes of valuation method show present value of funding,
proceeds and net present value of a restoration project in 20 years1
Present Value of
required funding2

Present Value of proceeds

Net Present Value
PV of proceeds (US$
204m) minus PV of
funding (US$ 103m)
leads to a total net
present value of
(US$ 102m)1

250

Funding necessary to restore the
landscape per zone

US$m

200

Proceeds of restoration: 10 value
buckets divided over 3 return types
split-out in monetizable and nonmonetizable3

150

6

13

13

7

2

𝚫
=
US$
102m

31
22

100

2

151

16

50

81

103

53
5
Start up
costs

Switch to Restoration Set up
regen
Na tural Economic
farmi ng
Zones
Zone (2 )

Tot al

3 different types of
returns

109

↑ Farming ↑ Foresty ↑ Tourism
& hunting

↑ New
econ.
activity

↑ Land
value

↓ GHG

N/P

↑ Jobs

↑ Safety

↑ Health

Tot al

Financial
Natural
Social
Nonmonetizable3

Notes: 1) Rounding may cause deviations in totals; 2) Costs of setting up Economic Zone still to be determined (not included yet); 2) ‘Funding’ is the net present value of the sum of all additional operational
costs and investments required over the 20-year period under consideration and will be partly financed from operational cash flow. ‘Funding’ therefore does not equal finance requirement;
3) Value of returns which are not generating a cash flow or which can not (yet) be converted into cash
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1. Introduction & overview

Important steps have been taken, but further collaboration is
needed to realize our objectives: would you like to join this journey?
Objectives

Status and achievements
•

Show hidden value

Effective
communication

Innovative finance
mechanisms

•

Case study for Altiplano Estepario (Spain) and 2 other
landscapes planned for this year

•

Method to express social, natural and financial
returns into a euro / dollar amount

•

Monetary metric of impacts and returns is
understood by all key stakeholders

•

Method able to drive development of finance
mechanisms / policies to reward the right
stakeholders

•

Financing and
funding

Robust draft method developed to calculate the
monetary integrated value of landscape restoration

Method outcomes can support well-informed
investment decisions needed to mobilize funding
flows

Next steps & invitation to collaborate
•

Create buy-in from government and financial sector

•

Collaborate with all key stakeholders1 and experts on:
• Creating long-term landscape restoration plans
• Using, test and further developing valuation
method
• Reaching agreement on long-term required
investments, costs and benefits
• Further developing common language

•

Collaborate with all key stakeholders1 (e.g. governments,
financial institutions, farmers/landowners/local
communities, NGOs) and experts on:
• Creating innovative finance mechanisms and
blended finance structures to attract financing
and funding
• Developing new mechanisms and policies for
value redistribution

Note: 1) Government (national, local), landowner/farmer (associations) and local communities including indigenous people, private investors (businesses, corporates and financial institutions and investors) and
NGOs
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2. Methodology

2. Methodology – Building block #1: Integrated landscape restoration

Turning degraded areas into healthy, fertile and thriving landscapes
for all stakeholders
Large scale: 100,000 hectares or more
Long-term: minimum 20 years required
Variety of land-uses: regenerative agriculture,
agroforestry, urban areas, infrastructure, natural
and protected areas, and more
Landscape-level impact: restoration of entire
ecosystems1
Collaboration between stakeholders: landowners,
farmers, local communities, NGOs, government,
entrepreneurs, investors, and more

4 Returns are delivered by 3 landscape zones
Economic Zone: Urban areas,
infrastructure. Delivering
high & sustainable economic
productivity. Monocultures
are part of the economic
zone

Combined Zone: Restoring
biodiversity, soil through
regenerative agriculture &
agroforestry delivering
sustainable landscape
productivity
Natural zone: Restoring,
protecting and connecting
the ecological foundation and
biodiversity

Note: https://www.cbd.int/ecosystem
Sources: Based on the 4 Returns Framework; Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration. UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration Report published by Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The Little Sustainable Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr
(2015); 4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20 Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015)
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2. Methodology – Building block #2: 4 Returns Framework

4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration

20+ years

Minimum of 20 years (one generation) is a realistic timeframe
to successfully implement large-scale integrated landscape management activities with all
stakeholders

Process

Landscape
Partnership

Period

5 elements

Areas

3 zones

Impact

4 returns

3 Catalysts

Natural zone

Return of inspiration

Shared
Understanding

Taking
Action

Vision & Planning

Governance

Finance

Combined zone

Return of
social capital

Return of
natural capital

Impact & Learning
Markets

Economic zone

Return of
financial capital

Sources: Based on the 4 Returns Framework; Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration. UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration Report published by Commonland, Wetlands International Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management; The Little Sustainable Landscape Book, WWF, IDH, EcoAgr
(2015); 4 Returns, 3 Zones, 20 Years, IUCN CEM, RSM (2015)
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2. Methodology – Building block #3: Leading scientific approaches

Our methodology broadly follows the framework as developed by
the Foundation for Sustainable Development
Valuation methodology
• The methodology is based on academic research and concepts
and in particular the concepts as developed by Daily and
Costanza with regard to ecosystem services
• The Framework for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment1
from the Foundation for Sustainable Development serves as
guidance for our methodology

Framework for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment1

Inspiration

Natural Capital

Social Capital

Financial Capital

Inspiration

Impact assessment
Ecosystem services
analysis

Communication

Benefit analysis
Monetary valuation
Economic analysis
Capturing the value

• In our analysis we broadly follow the first 6 steps of this
methodology (see slide 43 for details)
• For practical purposes and applicability we have simplified the
steps to some degree and also extended from only ‘ecosystem
services’ to ‘other services’ as well

Stakeholders

Inst. change &
capacity Building

Scoping: Land use planning & management options (incl. restoration)

• Our methodology is in line with frameworks such as TEEB2 (see
slide 44 for details)
Notes: 1) The Framework for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment builds e.g. on the TEEB framework, the 4R Framework (from Commonland) and connects ecosystem services to human wellbeing
(Source: De Groot et. al, 2010). Source: De Groot, R., Moolenaar, S. van Weelden, M., Konovska, I., de Vente, J. 2018b. The ESP Guidelines in a Nutshell. FSD Working Paper 2018-09 (29 pp),
Foundation for Sustainable development, Wageningen, The Netherlands; 2) The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity. Source: www.teebweb.org
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2. Methodology

Return of Inspiration drives the restoration process and generated
returns lead to additional inspiration for further restoration

Inspiration and development capital
sets landscape restoration in motion
Landscape

The restored landscape and the
resulting returns bring back
inspiration for local communities
to further work on a resilient
landscape

Restoration

Landscape restoration results in
natural, social, and financial
returns & build up of capital
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2. Methodology

Inspiration drives landscape restoration activities with impacts
leading to social, natural and financial returns
Inspiration

Landscape restoration

Returns lead to inspiration and
more landscape restoration
Social Returns
1. Direct & indirect jobs
2. Increased safety
3. Health benefits

Natural Returns
4. Green house gas emissions
5. Improved N/P balance
Financial Returns
6. Higher income farming
7. Forestry / hunting
8. (Eco-)tourism
9. New economic activities
10. Increase in land value
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2. Methodology

Landscape restoration impacts are aggregated into 10 value buckets1
Return

Value bucket1

Explanation (value is generated by)

1. Higher income from farming

•
•

Higher agricultural prices and yields2
Lower agricultural costs

2. Higher income from from forestry / hunting3

•
•

Wildlife catch
Wood yield

3. Higher income from (eco-)tourism

•
•

Local business profits
Recreation activities

4. Higher income from new economic activity

•
•

Value added in the region due to processing of farmed / forestry products
Value added from other new economic activities

•

Increase in land value as result of surrounding restored land farmland / Natural Zone

6. Lower green house gas emissions

•
•
•

Higher carbon capture in the Combined Zone (agricultural soil)
Higher carbon capture in the Natural Zone
Less fertilizer use leading to lower emissions (related to production)

7. Better N/P balance

•
•
•

Less deposition (eutrophication) of nitrogen (N) compounds in the environment
Less exposure (volatilization) of humans to nitrogen (N) compounds
Less depletion of phosphorus (P) reserves

8. Direct / indirect jobs within the region

•
•
•

Jobs created in farming or forestry
Jobs created in (eco-)tourism due to restoration of Natural Zone
Jobs created in processing industries in the region

9. Increased safety

•

Less fire and flood risk as due to restoration of Natural Zone

10. Health benefits

•

Safer work environment due to less pesticide / herbicide use

5. Increase in land value
(other than farmland / Natural Zone)

Notes: 1) Only positive effects (e.g. higher revenue or lower operational costs) of the intervention are included (‘Proceeds’). All negative effects (e.g. lower revenue, higher operational costs, investments) are
included in ‘Funding’; 2) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken into account here as impact on income from
farming; 3) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices
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2. Methodology

The methodology assesses the total impact of landscape
restoration by valuing its individual effects
1. Action

• Landscape restoration activities initiated by Commonland, landscape partners and local communities

2. Impact

• Landscape restoration creates impact e.g. through switch from mono- to polycultures, less (artificial) fertilizer use and/or increased
vegetation and biodiversity

3. Ecosystem services
(and other services)

Results from impacts
• Ecosystem services provision: e.g. water, carbon sequestration, pollination
• Ecosystem services delivery: e.g. fewer greenhouse gases in atmosphere, increased yields

4. Valuation

• Effects (or results) aggregated into 10 value buckets and for each value bucket a valuation method and stakeholders (beneficiaries)
are defined1

5. Net Value

• Proceeds and possible negative effects are considered (e.g. higher costs or investments needed)
• All associated costs and required investments together are called ‘Funding’
• NPV of proceeds is netted against NPV of funding

6. Monetizable2 & nonmonetizable

• Some returns may not (yet) result in an immediate cash flow (but instead in a welfare effect)
• An indication is provided to show which part of the value is currently monetizable and which part is non-monetizable

Notes: 1) See slide 47; 2) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into cash
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2. Methodology

An impact assessment is based on 3 different zones, and both (direct
& indirect) proceeds as well as funding requirements are assessed
Creation of Combined Zones & switch
to regenerative farming (a)

Funding

Proceeds

‣ Higher product prices
‣ (mid / long term) better yields2
‣ Different agricultural product mix
‣ Less fertilizer loss
‣ Less herbicides / pesticides
‣ Increased N/P balance

Restoration of
Natural Zones (b)
‣
‣
‣
‣

Increased wood / forest products3
Increased wildlife / hunting3
Increased vegetation cover
Increased natural beauty

Creation of Economic Zones that build
on (a) and (b)
‣
‣
‣
‣

Processing of regional products
Increase in land value
Knowledge, research and teaching
Increase community bonding

Economy &
Jobs

‣ Increased biodiversity

Biodiversity1 &
Health

‣ Lower CO2 emission
‣ Carbon sequestration

‣ Carbon sequestration

GHG emissions

‣ Increased safety

‣ Increased safety

‣ Lower yields (short / mid term)
‣ Different agricultural product mix

‣ Loss of cattle / crops due to increased
wildlife

‣ None

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

Higher costs

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the
landscape zone

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the
landscape zone

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the
landscape zone

Capital
expenditures

‣ Better infrastructure
‣ New economic activities

Other

Loss of sales /
turnover

Note: 1) Aligned with the The 4 Returns Framework (see slide 25); 2) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken
into account as impact on income from farming through better agricultural yields; 3) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices
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2. Methodology

Business as Usual (BaU) scenario is compared to Intervention
scenario to estimate impact of changes

ß Future impacts of à
landscape restoration

Business as Usual (BaU) vs Intervention
• A monetary forecast is made for each effect for a period of (at least) 20
years for all stakeholders based on Business as Usual (BaU)
• For each effect this BaU scenario is set of against an Intervention scenario in
which landscape restoration takes place over the 20-year period
• To evaluate the continuing value after the forecast period, the valuation
period is extended to year 30 (on the basis of a finished landscape
restoration)

20-year
economic
effects
Ec
va ono
lua m
tio ic
n

Proceeds
(+€)

ic
m n
o
on tio
Ec lua
va

Funding
(-€)
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2. Methodology

Resulting net economic effects are discounted to calculate Net
Present Value (NPV)
Discounting of the resulting economic effects
• The offset of BaU vs Intervention generates future economic effects, either
positive (higher income or welfare / lower costs) (proceeds) or negative (lower
income or welfare / higher costs) (funding)
• These future economic effects are discounted, providing a present value of
proceeds and funding (the value today)
• Discount rates: 7% for private stakeholders & 5% for public stakeholders
(see slides 45 and 46 for details)

Future economic
effect in year t
t

Discount

Σ
PV

Present value of
all
Proceeds

Calculating the total value

Net Present
Value

• The Net Present Value (NPV) of the intervention is the difference between the
present value of proceeds and present value of funding
• Not all value can easily be monetized. An indication is provided to show which
part of the value can currently be monetized (monetizable value1) and which
part not (yet) (non-monetizable value)

Note: 1) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into cash

=

Present value of
all
Funding

Monetizable

NonMonetizable
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2. Methodology

The 10 value buckets are linked to 4 stakeholders across public and
private categories
Farmers relate to all agricultural activities in the Combined Zone

Private Investors relate to business / commercial activities
Government is included as stakeholder to the extent actual cash flows are involved
(e.g. taxes, subsidies)
Society is the recipient of all returns related to jobs and returns that benefit the
public and do not involve actual cash flows (non-monetizable value)

Value bucket

Stakeholder 1

%

Stakeholder 2

%

Income farming

Farmers

75%

Government1

25%

Forestry / hunting

Private Investors

75%

Government1

25%

(Eco-)tourism

Private Investors

75%

Government1

25%

New economic activities

Private Investors

75%

Government1

25%

Increase in land value

Private Investors

75%

Government1

25%

Direct & indirect jobs

Society

82%

Government1

18%

Increased safety

Society

100%

Health benefits

Society

100%

GHG emissions

Society

85%

Private Investors2

15%

Improved N/P balance

Society

100%

Reflections
1. Landscape restoration is valuable to society but costly to certain
stakeholders in the short run
2. Often, ‘losing’ stakeholders are a small but heavily impacted group so
they offer resistance to change
3. ‘Winning’ stakeholders are a large heterogenous group with relatively
smaller benefits to each (e.g. local communities / society)
4. Insight on ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ helps address resistance to change and
develop an effective compensation strategy (e.g. redistribute returns)

Notes: 1) Comprises of corporate and income taxes; 2) Assumed that part of the sequestered carbon can be monetized via carbon credits
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2. Methodology

The scope of the analysis is bound by the landscape with some
exceptions
Government: local, regional, national and supranational level

GHG emissions

• All cash flows to and from government are hard to discern into local, regional,
national or supranational. In most regions there are complex cross flows and
effects between the different levels off government (e.g., tax deductions for
local paid taxes)

• Lower GHG levels in the atmosphere can not be linked to a
single source, but CO2 emissions reduction or carbon
sequestration can be attributed to a specific location
• The effects of lowering GHG emissions or increasing
sequestration have global not local effects

• By excluding national and supranational government we run the risk of
overlooking certain value of welfare effects or miss the disturbing effects of
taxes or subsidies

• To capture the value, we therefore look outside of the
boundary of the landscape for impact

• We therefore include all levels of government (for both taxes and subsidies)

GHG
(CO2)

Nitrogen, Phosphate and related
emissions (through air and/or water
runoff)

N(O)x
N/P

• Issues with regards to Nitrogen (N)
related emissions (NO(x) and reactive
Nitrogen) and Phosphate (P) runoffs
are like those of carbon emissions
• Many of the effects are outside of the
region due to emissions into the
atmosphere and/or run-off
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3. Outcome examples

3. Outcome examples

Outcomes of valuation method show present value of funding,
proceeds and net present value of a restoration project in 20 years1
Present Value of
required funding2

Present Value of proceeds

Net Present Value
PV of proceeds (US$
204m) minus PV of
funding (US$ 103m)
leads to a total net
present value of
(US$ 102m)1

250

Funding necessary to restore the
landscape per zone

US$m

200

Proceeds of restoration: 10 value
buckets divided over 3 return types
split-out in monetizable and nonmonetizable3

150

6

13

13

7

2

𝚫
=
US$
102m

31
22

100

2

151

16

50

81

103

53
5
Start up
costs

Switch to Restoration Set up
regen
Na tural Economic
farmi ng
Zones
Zone (2 )

Tot al

3 different types of
returns

109

↑ Farming ↑ Foresty ↑ Tourism
& hunting

↑ New
econ.
activity

↑ Land
value

↓ GHG

N/P

↑ Jobs

↑ Safety

↑ Health

Tot al

Financial
Natural
Social
Nonmonetizable3

Notes: 1) Rounding may cause deviations in totals; 2) Costs of setting up Economic Zone still to be determined (not included yet); 2) ‘Funding’ is the net present value of the sum of all additional operational
costs and investments required over the 20-year period under consideration and will be partly financed from operational cash flow. ‘Funding’ therefore does not equal finance requirement;
3) Value of returns which are not generating a cash flow or which can not (yet) be converted into cash
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3. Outcome examples

Proceeds are aggregated in 10 value buckets. Method is highly
flexible, outcomes can be tailored to different audiences (i)
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3. Outcome examples

Proceeds are aggregated in 10 value buckets. Method is highly
flexible, outcomes can be tailored to different audiences (ii)
•
Funding necessary to restore the
landscape per zone. Further split-outs
available

•

10 value buckets divided over 3
returns split-out in monetizable1 and
non-monetizable. Further break-out
available per bucket

•
•
•
•

Value split-out per stakeholder

Value monetizable1 /
non-monetizable

Value split-out per zone

Value monetizable –
Funding multipliers
non-monetizable

Notes: 1) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into cash

Generic setup – can
accommodate different
landscapes and crops
Setup accommodates various
scenarios including scenario
analysis tools
20 – 30 year timeline and
flexible starting point NPV
Flexible intervention speed
Extensive drill-downs
available – tailoring for
audience
Extensive graph library

Sensitivity analysis discount
Funding multipliers
rates
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Appendix

Our methodology and approach is based on long-known economic
theory and academic research (i)
1777

1920
1883
1968

Adam Smith: Value = Utility -> Utility – Costs = Profit -> Profit draws competition -> Competition
drives down costs -> More Utility
• Economics is not about money, but about ‘utility’. Prices reflect utility and competition, not
costs
• The ‘invisible hand’ steers the economy to where the delta between ‘utility’ and costs is
largest (largest margin for profit), this drives down prices resulting in higher utility for
consumers, thus aligning private business interests with public interests
Pigou externalities / Lloyd / Hardin “Tragedy of the Commons”: The invisible hand does not always
lead to the optimum solutions
• Externalities: Not all costs are for the producer but for society. Relationship Profit = Utility costs is broken
• Tragedy of the Commons: That what is of us all is from no one. All that is of no-one, has no
value -> All that is of us all has no value
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Our methodology and approach is based on long-known economic
theory and academic research (ii)
1990
1997
2000

(Ostrom (1990) / Daily (2000) / Costanza (1997)): Not only costs can be externalities, utility can also
be an externality
• Ostrom (Nobel price 2009): Key to solving the ‘tragedy of the commons’ is cooperation and
community
• Ostrom’s law -> “A resource arrangement that works in practice can work in theory”
• Daily / Costanza: Nature is valuable because it brings essentials services to us. To assess the
value of nature we should evaluate these ‘ecosystem services’ and quantify the positive
effects they bring

2011

Porter / Kramer: Value creation = Shared Value
• The business world starts to turn around and understand that companies are part of society
• Management guru Porter publishes a ground braking paper (in management literature) that
argues that long term value can only created when companies understand externalities,
focus on the common goods and that what is good for society is good for the company
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Alignment of Commonland valuation methodology with Framework
for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment1
1. Action

2. Impact

3. Ecosystem services

4. Valuation

5. Net Value

6. Monetizable2 vs
Non-monetizable
Notes: 1) Adapted from the Framework for Integrated Ecosystem Services Assessment builds e.g. on the TEEB framework, the 4R Framework (from Commonland) and connects ecosystem services to human
wellbeing (Source: De Groot et. al, 2010). Source: De Groot, R., Moolenaar, S. van Weelden, M., Konovska, I., de Vente, J. 2018b. The ESP Guidelines in a Nutshell. FSD Working Paper 2018-09 (29 pp),
Foundation for Sustainable development, Wageningen, The Netherlands; 2) Value of returns which are generating a cash flow or which can be converted into cash
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Alignment of Commonland valuation methodology with TEEB
AgriFood Evaluation Framework1
Contributions to human well-being

different capitals
(change in capital
base) and create
value for society

Environmental
Impacts

Natural capital

Produced capital

Changes in the capital
base

Dependencies

STOCKS

Agricultural
Production

Manufacturing &
Processing

Social
Impacts

Human capital

Social capital

Social return is equivalent to TEEB
human (individual) and social
(collective) capital

Distribution,
Marketing, & Retail

Household
consumption

Activities revolve around
landscape restoration

Agricultural and Food Outputs

Ecosystem Services

Purchased Inputs

Residuals

Natural capital

Produced capital

Human capital

Description

FLOWS

Through the value chain,
visible and invisible

Health
Impacts

Financial return is equivalent to
TEEB Produced capital

OUTCOMES

Landscape restoration (action) leads to
results (flows) aggregated into different 10
value sources

Economic
Impacts

Analysis

IMPACTS

Contributions to human
well being = value
Results (flows) lead
additions
build-up of

Social capital

Capital base for
production

Degraded landscape = depleted
stock of natural capital
Return of inspiration drives landscape restoration and positive
results lead to additional inspiration for further restoration

Note: 1) The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)
Source: TEEBAgrifood Evaluation Framework from ‘TEEB for Agriculture and Food: Operational Guidelines for Business’, Draft for consultation, August 2020
https://capitalscoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DRAFT-TEEBAgriFood-Operational-Guidelines.pdf
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Discount rates for social and economic actors have been conservatively set
at 5% and 7%, respectively, supported by available science and research (i)
Social discount rate: 5%
•

In our view the social discount rate reflects:
•
Inflation
•
Prosperity effect
•
Technological progress over time

•

Risk is not a prime driver since risk in terms of valuation is actually a risk of
insufficient liquidity (not being able to convert investments to cash when
needed - systematic risk)
At the heart of the risk proposition is therefore the preference of consumption
now versus future consumption
Consumption of future generation should weigh equal to that of current
generations
Pure risk measures are therefore not reflected in the social discount rate

•

Inflation should be compensated

•

The prosperity effect reflects a compensation for future welfare effects due to
economic growth
Taking measures later may therefore be comparatively cheaper in the future
than now. This factor adjusts for this effect

•

•
•

•

•

Technological progress is linked to the prosperity effect and reflects
technological advancements

•

Basis for our estimate of the social discount rate:

•
•

•

Loosely based on the extended Ramsey rule; and

•

Estimates of the social discount rate by various studies, in particular
that of the Dutch ‘Report on the Social Discount factor’

In the Dutch study the social discount factor based on the extended Ramsey
rule is estimated at 0.26% - 4.94%
The estimated social discount rate for the Netherlands is estimated at
2.25%1,2. This is not entirely based on the Ramsey Rule calculation, since the
Dutch study decided to include other factors as well to arrive at a social
discount rate

•

We believe in the Dutch calculation the Technological Progress Factor
(which, we believe should per part of the Prosperity Effect) is
underestimated

•

All in all, taking the various studies and theoretical backgrounds in account
we decided to set the social discount rate at 5% which we believe is a
conservative estimate

Notes: 1) Rapport Werkgroep Discontovoet 2020; versie 1.0 d.d. 9/10/2020 appendix 51 and analyses for UK Treasury (Frank Ramsey); (2) For Spain it is estimated that approx.
1.5% should be added due to country risk (higher risk-free rate)
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Discount rates for social and economic actors have been conservatively set
at 5% and 7%, respectively, supported by available science and research (ii)
Financial discount rate: 7%
•

Our estimate of the financial discount rate is based on standard financing
theory and the CAPM model

•

For our estimate we have used data from Prof. Damodaran, per Jan 2021
•
Market Risk Premium in Spain: 6.27%
•
Illiquidity premium: 1.0%
•
Risk Free Rate Spain (ECB average 2020): 1.2%
•
Unlevered Beta - diversified industry Spain: 1.06

•

We have chosen the unlevered beta of diversified industry since there are
various economic activities in the area ranging from agriculture, via food
processing to tourism

•

The illiquidity premium reflects the fact that the above data is based on stock
market data

Note: (1) http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/New_Home_Page/datacurrent.html

•

There is some evidence that the added illiquidity of privately held
companies increases the risk and this also matches the concept of
systematic risk as included in the CAPM model

•

From a technical point of view this illiquidity is likely to cause a higher beta,
however most models incorporate the increased risk in the market risk
premium

•

The exact effect is hard to estimate exactly

•

We have chosen to add an additional 1% to the market premium

•

By taking the illiquidity premium into account we once more take a
conservative approach and ensure we are at the top end of likely discount
rates

•

The calculation according to CAPM provides a discount rate of 6.64%
which we have rounded to 7%
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10 sources of value each have a defined valuation method and
stakeholder(s) can be assigned to each value source

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Return Class
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Natural
Natural
Social
Social
Social

Value source
Higher Income from farming
Higher income from forestry / hunting
Higher income from tourism
Higher income from new economic activity
Increase in land value (other than farmland / natural zones)
Less greenhouse gas in the atmosphere
Better N/P balance
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Increased Safety
Health Benefits Local Residents

Monetization method
Discount rate
additional EUR income over 20 year period
7,0%
additional EUR income over 20 year period
7,0%
additional EUR income over 20 year period
7,0%
additional EUR income over 20 year period
7,0%
Land area impacted * estimation of value rise
7,0%
Amount of CO2 emission reduction/capture times CO2 emission price
5,0%
Mineral P saved * P prices
5,0%
Jobs created (direct & indirect) times average income
5,0%
Reduced chance of fire / flood * estimated effect
5,0%
# of healthy years per farmer / worker / resident gained * # affected * cost of healthy year
5,0%

Share
Stakeholder Stakeholder
1
1
Farmers
75%
Private investors
75%
Private investors
75%
Private investors
75%
Private investors
75%
Society
85%
Society
100%
Society
82%
Society
100%
Society
100%

Share
Stakeholder Stakeholder
2
2
G'vmnt
25%
G'vmnt
25%
G'vmnt
25%
G'vmnt
25%
G'vmnt
25%
Private investors
15%
0%
G'vmnt
18%
0%
0%
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A more detailed analysis is made of the impact of landscape
restoration and the returns are aggregated in 10 value buckets
Impact
Regenerative labelled products
New agricultural practice
New agricultural practice
New agricultural practice
New agricultural practice
Polyculture
Polyculture
Polyculture
Less fertilizer use
Less fertilizer use
Less fertilizer use
Less fertilizer use
Less fertilizer use
Less pesticide / herbicide use
Less pesticide / herbicide use
Less pesticide / herbicide use
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs

Restoration of natural zones

Action

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Increased natural beauty
Increased natural beauty
Increased natural beauty
Increased natural beauty
Increased wildlife
Increased wood / forest products
More biodiversity
More biodiversity
More biodiversity
Increased vegetation cover
Increased vegetation cover
Increased vegetation cover

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

More processing of farmed products in region
More processing of farmed products in region
More processing of forestry products in region
More processing of forestry products in region
Knowledge development in the region
Better transport links / better infrastructure
Better transport links / better infrastructure

Creation of Combined Zone / Regen Farming

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Creation of economic
zones

Impact Assessment - Service and Benefit analysis
Ecoservice delivered
Higher priced / valued products
Higher Agricultural yield (over time)
CO2 sequestration

Value source

Return
Higher Income from farming
Higher Income from farming
Less greenhouse gas in the atmosphere
Government lower / (higher) subsidies paid
Redistribution 1
Farmer (lower) / higher income from subsidies Redistribution 2
Different product mix - higher sales
Higher Income from farming
Different product mix - lower fertilizer use
Higher Income from farming
Different product mix - lower herbicide / pesticideHigher
use Income from farming
Lower GHG emissions
Less greenhouse gas in the atmosphere
Higher yield due to pollination
Higher Income from farming
Less N&P eutrophication and Less N volatization
Better N/P balance
Protecting P availability
Better N/P balance
Lower spend on artificial fertilizer
Higher Income from farming
Safe work environment
Health Benefits Local Residents
Higher yield due to pollination
Higher Income from farming
Lower spend on pesticides / herbicides
Higher Income from farming
Jobs
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Lower labor costs
Higher Income from farming
Lower spend on machinery
Higher Income from farming
Lower other material costs
Higher Income from farming

Recreation and inspiration
Recreation and inspiration
Increased wildlife catch
Higher wood yield (over time)
Higher yield due to pollination
Less fire risk
Higher Agricultural yield (over time)
Less flood risk
Higher Agricultural yield (over time)
CO2 sequestration

Other service delivered

Value added - Local business profits
Jobs
Additional spend

Higher income from tourism
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Higher income from tourism
Increase in land value (other than farmland / natural zones)
Higher income from forestry / hunting
Higher income from forestry / hunting
Higher Income from farming
Increased Safety
Higher Income from farming
Increased Safety
Higher Income from farming
Less greenhouse gas in the atmosphere

Value added - Local business profits
Jobs
Value added - Local business profits
Jobs
Jobs
Lower cost to market farm products
Increase in surrounding land value

Higher income from new economic activity
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Higher income from new economic activity
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Higher Income from farming
Increase in land value (other than farmland / natural zones)

Financial

Natural

Social
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Impact
Regenerative labelled products
New Agricultural practice
Polyculture
Polyculture
Polyculture
Less fertilizer use
Less pesticide / herbicide use
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs
Less / more other farming costs
Creation costs
Creation costs

Cost effect 1
Cost effect 2
Return Related
Lower priced / valued products
Higher Income from farming
Lower agricultural yield (short / mid term)
Higher Income from farming
Different product mix - lower sales
Higher Income from farming
Different product mix - higher fertilizer use
Higher Income from farming
Different product mix - higher herbicide / pesticideHigher
use Income from farming
Higher spend on alternatives
Higher Income from farming
Higher spend on alternatives
Higher Income from farming
Higher Social Security
Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Higher labor Costs
Higher Income from farming
Higher spend on machinery
Higher Income from farming
Higher other material costs
Higher Income from farming
One-off conversion costs
Higher Income from farming
Organization Costs
Higher Income from farming

Restoration of
natural zones

Action

53
54
55
56
57
58

Increased wildlife
Increased wood / forest products
Increased vegetation cover
Creation costs
Creation costs
Creation costs

Predators catching cattle / Cattle protection
More fire risk
One-off conversion costs
One-off conversion costs
Higher maintenance Costs
Organization Costs

Higher Income from farming
Increased Safety
Less greenhouse gas in the atmosphere
Not allocated
Not allocated
Not allocated

59
60

Knowledge development in the region
Better transport links / better infrastructure

Employee costs
Capex for creating the Zone

Direct / Indirect Jobs within the region
Higher income from new economic activity

Combined Zone / Regen Farming

#
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Creat
ion
of

The creation of and interventions in the Combined Zones (regen
farming), Natural Zones and Economic Zones also requires funding

Financial

Natural

Social
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Subsidies have no impact on value but have a strong impact on the
distribution (of value)
Example: landscape restoration is beneficial
for ‘all’ / society, but causes farmers to ‘lose’

Subsidies have no impact on value
•

Subsidies are a zero-sum game: both government (who grants the subsidy)
and farmers (or other beneficiaries) are included as stakeholders in the
method

Correctly
aligned subsidy

Subsidies do have an impact on stakeholders
•

•

Correctly aligned subsidies
•

In an ideal world, subsidies exist when the gains of a certain action (e.g.
landscape restoration) is positive for ‘all’ and costly to ‘few’

•

The subsidies then act to compensate the ‘losing’ stakeholders

Misaligned subsidies
•

In a less ideal world subsidies are misaligned. They provide the wrong
incentive to certain stakeholders

•

Certain beneficiary actions (e.g. landscape restoration) may be
beneficial to ‘all’ / society, but cause certain stakeholders to lose
subsidies (e.g. farmers receive lower subsidies for regenerative
agricultural practices benefiting landscape restoration)
Costs /
Cape x (to
farmers )

Farmer

Private
Investor

Society

Government

Total

Misaligned
subsidy
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